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Moving Game
Computer Science Concepts
Program Aim Create a game with moving sprites
-Decompose a program, break it up to see
Maths Concepts
what every part needs to do
-Move forward 1 can be cancelled by moving back 1
-Repeat loops
1, Decompose the
game

2,Create sprites
and backgrounds

3, Save the game

Learning Path

4, Program the
game

5, Generalise to
come up with their
own theme

6, Create own
version of the
game

Dependencies

1, Decompose the game
Place the downloaded game in full screen mode
using the fullscreen button found at top of screen
next to home button.
Explain to the children that
this is a space game and
that they are going to learn how to make this game
before making their own version.

It helps if pupils have explored more basic
uses of Scratch Junior first such as travel
and dance modules
http://code-it.co.uk/csplanning
You can download the game example file from
http://code-it.co.uk/sjmovinggame
On an iPad email it to yourself and send to
Scratch Jr

Play the game
Can they work out all the objects to make?
Answer two planets, rocket, space background
Can they tell you what the planets do?
Answer move sideways, get smaller
Can they tell you what the rocket does?
Moves up
When touched stop
When hit planets end game/blow up
If you are not sure how to do things there is a
walkthrough video for teachers only at

2, Create sprites and background
If pupils have used Scratch Junior before they shouldn't
have too much problem creating sprites and a black space
background. Can they improve on the game example by
adding stars and other space things?
Delete the cat by holding finger on it in left hand panel and
pressing the cross that appears.

https://youtu.be/HMoWiaW182E
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Moving Game p2
2, Create sprites and background cont
Import new sprites by pressing the plus button in the left
hand panel. Select the sprite and press the tick.
Position the sprites and press the set home button at the
top next to the green flag.
Edit the background by touching the picture button at
the top of the screen next to the ABC. Touch the paintbrush to edit the blank empty screen. Use black colour
and fill bucket to create a black space background. Can
they work out how to add tiny stars?

3, Save the game. You need to save
early using the yellow tab in the top
right hand corner. The game can be
lost otherwise

4, Program the game
Reduce the size of the sprites
Remind pupils of how the sprites shrunk when the game started.
Can they make theirs do the same thing when the green flag is
clicked?
Give them time to try and puzzle this through.
You may drag out the shrink button to help after a while but
don’t attach it to the green flag.
Have they made it small enough? Click on the number and
change it.
Have they done this for all sprites?
They can drag code onto other sprites in the left hand panel to
add a copy of it there.
Move Rocket Continuously
Can they make the rocket move up continuously?
Give them time to try and puzzle this through.
You could drag the sprites out unattached as a hint
Attached move continuously code
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4, Program the game cont
Program planets/moon to move right or left
Can pupils adapt this movement idea to make the planets
move continuously?
What do they think the red block does?
Answer repeats all the blocks apart from the green flag block
over and over again.
Program the space ship to stop when it is touched
Remind pupils of the need to stop the space ship when it is
touched.
Remind them that they need to build the code inside the
space ship sprite.

Some pupils will be far ahead of
their peers. Allow them to work
independently asking you for
hints if they get stuck.
Remember provide hints not full
solutions such as why not look at
blocks in this colour.

Give them time to puzzle this out for themselves
If they need a hint drag out the yellow touch block and give
them more time. Then drag out the move down block.
Pupils can make this work by attaching a move arrow block
and programming it to move –1.
Program the space ship to crash when it hits other planets/
moons
Add another background from the right hand panel
Delete the cat sprite
Edit the background to draw space
Draw in a crash
Use the ABC button to add The End

Don’t forget to change the text from black to a colour that
will show up!
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Moving Game p4
4, Program the Game cont

Program the space ship to crash when it hits other planets/
moons cont
Show pupils how to add the when sprites touch starting block
to go to screen 2

Planet code

Rocket Code

5, Generalise this game ideas to come up with their own ideas
Challenge pupils to work in pairs to come up with their own moving sprite game.

Let them refer to Scratch Jr but not start making it until they have explained it to you.
A whiteboard can be helpful to draw ideas.
6, Create own Game
If they can tell you what it does verbally let them move to making it.
Don’t forget to get them to save their new game early on.

Computational Thinking
Generalise Adapting a solution that solved
one problem to solve another
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